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. Modelling in May 

 

Model of the Month,  this time around we had a selection of subjects on display from 

AFV’s through Figures both fictional and historical to Aircraft including two gliders, one 

of which went on to win. This being the Slingsby T21 Sedburgh  by Terry Howlett, 

words/ photo later, making a good welcome back to club nights for him.  The annual 

show was analysed with the conclusion that it had been a success and we would do it all 

again next year with the proviso that we need a new team to do so. With the increase of 

shows within this area and the sustainability of so many it was suggested  maybe we 

should look in to combining with another club or going biennial. Any thoughts on any of 

this are always welcome.  Speaking of shows there is a report in this newsletter on the 

BMSS annual show at Pimlico, London, we did not have a stand there but some members 

went and entered the competition and Paul Sealy came back home with 7 medals, 3 Gold 

and 4 Silver.  Other shows where the Vikings did have a stand were Tangmere and this 

weekend Salibury.  On the 4
th

 May five Vikings set of for Tangmere Military Aviation 

Museum for their second annual show. With twenty clubs exhibiting there were plenty of 

fine models on display especially in the competition hall where Malcolm won bronze 

medals for his Thornycroft parcels van and a 1/144 scale F4S Phantom also an ex 

member Mark won a gold and a silver in the ships class.  Apart from all this modelling 

excellence the museum itself is very interesting many artefacts as well as whole aircraft 

with plenty of information both written and from the volunteers who are very friendly 

and full of anecdotes.  Then of course this Saturday  we were at Laverstock with the usual  
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glorious summers day for the Salisbury show  where they had use of an extra hall and 

thus more participants. We put on a good display and I know Greg did well with 2 silver 

medals in the competition but not sure if any other members gained trophies as I only 

attended for a couple of hours.  Following on from all this the club has heard from Army 

Flying Museum at Middle Wallop who are hoping to revive their Air Enthusiasts Fair and 

Model Show on November 17
th

   this always was a nice little show albeit usually cold but 

this year it will also be a good opportunity to see what improvements have been made to 

the museum during the refurbishment. 

At the last meeting it was suggested that we make a donation, amount to be decided, to 

the Normandy Memorial Trust  and I sent the web site address  -  

(normandymemorialtrust.org )  for members to take a look at the scheme. I have heard 

from a few who are all in agreement with a donation being sent. If you have any 

objection to this please say so now otherwise it will probably go ahead.   We have just 

had an invitation from the Ferndown British Legion Model Club to participate in their 

little show ( a Portsmouth club, themselves a trader and us) for the Poppy appeal being 

held at the British Legion hall Ferndown on October 20
th

 2019. Also I have heard the 

person who organizes the Yeovil show is trying to put one on in October. As mentioned 

above the number of shows is increasing at an alarming rate. 

 

Jim 

 

Slingsby T21 Sedbergh            Model and photo by Terry Howlett                                                              
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Model of the Month May 

 
Sedbergh Air Cadet Training Glider circa late 1970’s 

 

After building the Cadet Mk3 which was voted model of the month in February 2018. I 

decided to build its bigger cousin, the Sedbergh. These were very popular back in the 

days and used mainly for air experience, being side by side seating. This meant the 

instructor didn’t have to shout as loud as in the tandem seat Mk 3! 

This is now the third vac form kit I have ever built, and although it did involve a lot of 

modification and scratch building for accuracy, I’m now well gone on vac forms in 

general. 

As was the case with the Mk 3, I decided to build, paint and decal the fuselage as one 

complete unit, and the wing as the other. The two main parts would then be brought 

together at the very end. 

The usual approach to vac forms followed. All parts need cutting and refining before they 

are assembled. For this one a lot of Milliput was used behind the cockpit inside the 

fuselage as a lot of re-shaping was needed in this area and the plastic was very thin. Also, 

the main wing attached here and I wanted some solidness to hold what turned out to be a 

relatively heavy wing. The corresponding wing centre section also had lots of Miliput 

inside. That way both areas could be drilled and a brass pin inserted for attaching the 

wing. Milliput + brass pin = strong! 

The lower fuselage profile in the kit was completely wrong compared to some very 

accurate plans I had been given, so this whole area was re-profiled using Milliput. Fin 

and tail planes also had to be re-shaped and improved. 

The wing itself was the biggest challenge. The kit parts did not have the correct double 

dihedral of the real aircraft, so to rectify this I first made a brass former of the correct 

shape for the main spar. I used some reasonably solid brass bar, which would be too 

heavy inside the plastic wing, so I then constructed a plastic spar from four lengths of 

square section plastic, superglued together, using the brass spar as a former. When this 

was fully set and rigid, the wing parts were assembled around the new spar, with break 

points in the wing at the changes of dihedral. Happy to illustrate this to anyone remotely 

interested, as I still have the brass spar together with lots of photos throughout the 

assembly! 

The seats, cockpit, controls and instrument panel were all scratch built. Just as in the Mk 

3, the main bracing struts are aerofoil brass made by a company called Stutz, which sadly 

are no longer available. I added seat belts from masking tape, and painted in the details of 

the buckles etc. I scratch built the under-fuselage skid and wheel enclosure, and used a 

suitable white metal wheel from the spares box for the centre wheel. 

Painting required careful masking to achieve the red, white and grey scheme which had 

some tricky curves on the fuselage. The cockpit had been painted during assembly so this 

was masked off then the whole fuselage was given several coats of Alclad white micro 

filler undercoat. This helped make sure everything was smooth and blemish free. The tail 

section and fin flashes were also airbrushed, again with several stages of masking. 

           cont 
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 The wing was similarly treated. Then the centre parts of the wing were airbrushed in my 

own mix of Light Aircraft grey and then masked out ready for the red outer wing sections 

to be airbrushed. 

The red used was Xtracrylics “Red Arrows Red” which looked a perfect match in this 

scale for the RAF training red used on these gliders at the time. 

A coat of Klear was airbrushed on ready for decals which were home made on my PC 

and printed on decal paper for the serials and Air Cadet lettering. The roundels are good 

old Modeldecal. 

I had to fabricate two minute windshields from clear plastic. These were cut from the 

clear parts of some tablet strips which usually contain my blood pressure tablets! I hand 

painted the very thin pale blue edges (this was tape on the real thing). They were then 

dipped in clear acrylic varnish and gently placed onto the model. The varnish ran into the 

join with capillary action and hey presto, set solid after 30 minutes. All that remained was 

to touch up the black anti-glare with matt black around the windshields. 

The wing and the fuselage were then ready for final assembly using a small wooden jig to 

align everything. Slow setting superglue was used for the wing joint to the top of the 

fuselage and the struts. Fuse wire was used for the aft tail plane supports and the tail skid 

and finer fuse wire to fabricate the very small split pitot tube that sits on the nose just 

ahead of the twin windshields. On the real aircraft, the crews usually attached a small 

piece of string or coloured ribbon which would flap behind the tube when in flight, right 

in front of the two crew – this was actually a very useful indication of yaw which could 

be corrected by use of the rudder! 

I notice that Phoenix do a couple of other early Air Cadet gliders and I might be tempted 

to do those at some point. 

Thank you all for your votes and words of support on this one! 

 

Terry Howlett 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

This year’s forthcoming shows 

 
July 14

th
 – Romsey.   Crosfield Hall Romsey  Sunday * 

July 14
th

 – North Somerset  Helicopter Museum Weston-Super-Mare 

August 4
th

 – Avon   Thornbury       Sunday * 

August 11
th

 –    Boscombe Down Aviation Collection.    Old Sarum            * 

September 14
th

 –    Farnborough Modelfest.   Camberley  *  

September 28
th

/29
th

 -   South West Model Show Autumn,   Bovington         * 

October 28
th

 – Ferndown  RBL club  RBL hall     Sunday * 

November 9
th

/10
th

 –    Scale Model World.    Telford                                   * 

November 17
th

 -   Army Flying Museum Middle Wallop    Sunday * 

November 24
th

 –      Bugle Call  .  Nailsea   * 

 

*= we have a table 
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Poole Vikings Scale Modellers, past and present, at the Christchurch D-Day 
75 event 

 
  

On June 4th, 5th and 6th there will be an exhibition highlighting Christchurch's 
role in D Day. These roles included a P-47 Group on the airfield, Horsa gliders 
built there by Airspeed and the Royal Engineers Bridging Camp development of 
bridging tanks and the Bailey Bridge. "Chalk 91" PF800, the lead Horsa at 
Pegasus Bridge was built at Christchurch. 
Christchurch boatyards built LCA landing craft, and the work of the Air Defence 
Experimental Establishment and the Signals Research and Development 
Establishment that equipped the Fighter Control Tenders providing a radar 
interception capability over the invasion beaches. 
The displays will be augmented with models by John Levesley, Jez Thomson, 
Paul Moores and the late Brian Bisp. FONFA is planning a diorama of a Horsa  
pre-flight prep with a Whitley tug. There are not huge numbers of models, the 
Vikings members models are mainly in 1/48th and 1/35th scale with a couple in 
1/24th scale or larger. 
Exhibition is in the Druitt Hall behind the Library, 10 til 6 on the 4th and 5th and a 
couple of hours on the morning of the 6th. There will also be a drum head 
ceremony at 7:35 am on the 6th, the time the 1st Hants and 1st Dorsets were 
landing in the first wave on Gold Jig beach. The venue for the ceremony will be 
Christchurch Priory or, as a back up, on the Quomps - Christchurch (not 
Mudeford) Quay.         
 
John Levesley 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

A Grand Day Out (without cheese) 

 
I hadn’t realised that there were two five o’clocks in the day! Once I’d got over the shock 

of that discovery I trundled down to Ringwood to meet Ian and Trevor for our trip to see 

some ‘toy soldiers’ at the annual BMSS show. The coach trip was uneventful and 

dropped us off at Victoria which only a short stroll away from the venue. (Memo to self - 

‘London’ prices now mean spending a penny costs 30p.) 

The church hall was full of traders already doing steady business with the early arrivals 

and next door a second hall had tables laid out ready for all the competition entries. 

Getting our priorities in order we sat down and tucked in to an excellent bacon (or in 

Ian’s case sausage) batch and cup of coffee. I did a quick skirt around the hall to see what 

bargains were available and then went next door to enter the comps so that I could relieve 

myself of the box of figures I’d bought (second memo to self – Resin is a REALLY good 

idea if you have to carry your models any distance).  Seven figures in four classes meant  

          cont  
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a lot of writing and I nearly scuppered my chances by forgetting to add my name to the  

back of the slips in a couple of cases – Luckily the chief judge spotted my gaff and all 

was well. 

I was soon joined by my two companions and we had a good look around the other 

entries. Favourite of mine was a model called ‘Ducks of the World’ which was a 

collection of miniature (well they wouldn’t be full size would they?) duck vignettes 

beautifully painted and presented. Each duck was only about 4 or 5mm long and the 

quality of the scenery was staggeringly good given each scene was on a plinth only 20 

mm square. (Hopefully there will be a picture taken by Trevor nearby to give you the 

idea) A lovely box diorama called ‘Storming the Gate’ also caught the eye (and it turned 

out the President’s because it also won the ‘President’s medal’ as well as gold in its 

class). 

Back in the main hall a proper search of the traders stands ensued and I managed to pick 

up a fabulous figure which Trevor had assumed was just the empty display tin given the 

price (it always pays to check these things). Even ‘being good’ we all spent more than 

intended and came away clutching various goodies. 

More hot food and drinks were interrupted by a reminder to assemble in the other hall to 

do a spot of judging. I ended up pouring over the ‘busts’ with two chaps I’d not met 

before but we all agreed who got what. Ian and Trevor were equally busy with other 

classes. I’m still not sure how they judge the old ‘Britains’ style toy soldiers, but 

everyone seemed happy enough so we left them to it. 

I did a third lap of the traders before we all convened in a nearby pub to discuss figure 

related stuff with Ian’s chum Javier who had also came along to enter the comp. 

Prize giving followed, which was a rather long affair, although I can’t complain since 

every one of my entries gained a nice shiny medal. 

The coach trip back was enlivened by a spectacular snoring from one passenger which 

almost drowned out one of the driver’s warning buzzers which started about half way 

home and continued till we parked up in Ringwood. 

A successful trip and although a comparatively small show well recommended to anyone 

interested in figure modelling or ‘toy soldiers’ Next up a slightly bigger event Euro 

Militaire so I’m off to break open the piggy bank.  

Paul Seeley 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

   
 

 

Club contact details –   

** Club official site –  https://poolevikingsblog.wordpress.com 

** Facebook is www.facebook.com/Poole-Vikings-Model-Club-242610765772125/ 
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